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COVID-19 Identification and safety solutions
Safety signs
Identify and warn visitors and staff of potential hazards with our hazard warning signs.

EUR-M-116-EN

306820

M011-EN M016

307751 306808 306826

PIC905-EN

Use as floor or wall signs

PIC 916 PIC 913 PIC 914

M011 PIC905 PIC 926

UPDATED

307610

PIC 923-EN

3D Safety signs
Make your social distancing identification stand out with a 3D floor sign. This eye-catching design keeps everyone informed 
of proper spacing for social distancing. Made from a removable, repositionable vinyl can be moved and re-applied, quickly 
and easily, without leaving any marks

307913 307912 307917 307915 307919

307911 307916 307914 307918

Discover more solutions, visit www.vuksupplies.co.uk
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Need a reliable, custom sign to clearly communicate specific COVID-19 countermeasures? Contact us!
From sign material to size, shape and pictogram: all can be customised

Clearly inform citizens and visitors about COVID-19 
safety measures on large and reliable outdoor 
boards that can resist sunlight, heat and abrasion.

Our ToughBoard (B-7659) is compliant with 
European and international standards.

On-site printable
With the Brady Workstation app environment and a safety printer from Brady, (ISO 7010) Safety Signs 
can be printed at your facility. Brady Workstation enables you to design safety signs with custom 
warning messages, or combinations of official ISO 7010 pictograms. 
With a Brady printer and a few durable label material consumables, you can print any ISO sign or 
Brady Workstation design to immediately respond to any need in your facilities.

Use alternating “do not sit here” 
and “sit here” signs on benches 
and other seating areas. 
The signs can easily be removed 
without leaving adhesive residue 
once they are no longer needed.

PIC 925 / P018 PIC 918 / PIC 917

Covid-19 Cleaning Compliance Kit

Various Covid19 sign and floor marking kits are available.

Restroom (307775) Reception (307820) Auditorium (307787) Restaurant (307868) Elevator (307856)

Discover more solutions, visit www.vuksupplies.co.uk
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COVID-19 Identification and safety solutions

Hand disinfectant, masks and shields

307090* HandsFree door opener
307664

Disposable mask 307091

Area marking

Plexiglass shields
307632 & 307633

Slide-in signs for use on 
warning post

EUR-M-116-EN

Economy Tape
(B-726)
With lower adhesion and 
durability this economical tape 
is recommended for short term 
applications and is available in 
various colours.

Good Tape
GuideStripe (B-3)
This durable, flexible floor tape 
is designed for temporary indoor 
applications with regular foot traffic 
so you don’t have to reapply often.

Better Tape
ToughStripe (B-514)
This highly-customisable tape is 
designed for longer application 
periods and is ideal for areas with 
heavy foot traffic and light industrial 
traffic on various surface types.

Best Tape
ToughStripe Max (B-543)
With superior adhesion and durability, 
this floor tape is designed for the most 
difficult applications with heavy foot 
traffic and industrial vehicle traffic.

A solution for all traffic levels

Floor signs and arrows

Floor marking ideal for clearly communicating social distancing rules in 
a wide range of industrial and commercial spaces.

PIC 906 PIC 907

306832

PIC 908 PIC 909 PIC 910 PIC 911

PIC 912-BL PIC 912-GN PIC 912-YL

STN 230 PIC 209 PIC 651

*Only for Belgium, France and Germany.
Optional for UK and Portugal

PIC 924-EN

Reusable mask 307693

Discover more solutions, visit www.vuksupplies.co.uk




